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ONE OF THE FEW MARKETING SERVICE PROVIDERS WITH A GLOBAL PRESENCE 
AND A FOCUS ON ENABLING E-COMMERCE OF DIGITAL GOODS, THE NEXWAY 

DIGITAL AGENCY ACTS AS YOUR TRUSTED ADVISOR TO OPTIMIZE YOUR CUSTOMER 
ACQUISITION, CONVERSION, & RETENTION PROCESSES

The agency employs skilled online marketers who work as a global network of local teams from their 

offices in the USA, Brazil, Germany, Italy, Spain, Poland, France and Japan. 

The Nexway agency helps you pursue three distinct business goals:

            ACQUIRE CUSTOMERS AT THE LOWEST COST

The agency strives to generate qualified online traffic into your online stores, in-app stores, and app 

stores at the lowest cost of marketing.

            LIFT CONVERSIONS AND AVERAGE ORDER VALUES

Whether or not it generates inbound traffic itself, the agency focuses on lifting conversion rates and 

average order values across all your e-commerce funnels. Leveraging its Big Data analytics and user-

centric design expertise, the team continuously improves the user experience across the online and in-

app funnels it manages.

STEADFAST FOCUS ON ACQUISITION, CONVERSION 
AND RETENTION OF DIGITAL CUSTOMERS
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CUTTING EDGE, GLOBAL MARKETING SKILLS

            MAXIMIZE LIFETIME CUSTOMER VALUE

The agency is knowledgeable in rolling out automated one-to-one marketing 

programs that take advantage of the Nexway platform’s unique support for 

cross-channel email and in-app messaging to retain your customers and 

foster service conversions, extensions, up-sells, cross-sells and subscription 

renewals.

$

The agency possesses a unique and complete set of e-marketing skills that 

allows its global team to lead effective digital marketing programs.

BIG DATA ANALYTICS

The Nexway agency’s team of skilled Big Data analysts is constantly mining 

Nexway’s data warehouse to gain insight into consumer behaviors and 

preferences – delivering actionable insights on ways to optimize Nexway’s 

digital commerce funnels.

USER-CENTRIC WEB DESIGN

The agency employs experienced graphic designers and user interface 

designers. 

The agency is well versed at designing optimal shopping experiences across 

a wide range of devices, including mobile phones, tablets and desktop 

computer monitors. 

In particular, the agency’s designers are skilled in adopting responsive Web 

design principles that adapt the interface layout to the viewing environment. 
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Also, the agency can create attractive visual brand identities for its clients. 

Nexway graphic designers have years of experience producing logos, 

product pack shots and box shots, IAB standard dynamic display banners, 

and more.

CREATIVE WRITING IN EIGHT LANGUAGES 

The Nexway Digital Agency has native copy writing capabilities in French, 

Italian, Japanese, English, German, Polish, Spanish, and Portuguese. Preferred 

Nexway partners can be retained to address other languages.

WEB INTEGRATION 

The agency’s expert HTML integration team rapidly publishes Nexway 

designers’ optimized user interface designs as lightweight websites, online 

stores, and app stores. Websites and online stores can be implemented in 

responsive design.

CROSS-CHANNEL CRM

The agency’s CRM team is seasoned at orchestrating automated cross-

channel marketing programs that sequence the distribution of email 

and in-app messages to customers with the goal of fostering freemium 

conversions, service extensions, renewals, up-sells and cross-sells. 

Inbound contacts with consumers, such as visits to the self-service 

customer portal section of Nexway-operated online stores or an email or call 

into the Nexway-staffed global customer service center, are also leveraged 

to present the right offer to the right individual at the right time.

PERFORMANCE ADVERTISING

On the acquisition front, the agency has twelve years’ experience managing 

successful Search Engine Marketing (SEM) programs on a global scale 

across hundreds of thousands of search terms. 

More recently, the agency has developed unique expertise selling digital 

products via Google Shopping and Google Product Listing Ads.  
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Nexway also has expertise in performance-based display advertising with 

some clients paying for only those display ad impressions that influenced a 

customer’s later purchase of their digital products. 

UX TESTING 

With a view to continuously optimize all acquisition, conversion, and 

retention customer flows, the agency leverages the Nexway platform’s 

built-in A/B testing and multivariate testing (MVT) features to determine 

the top performer among alternative online and in-app interfaces. 

Also, the team takes advantage of the real-time interface optimization 

capabilities of Nexway partners Woopra™ and Wingify™ that have been 

natively integrated into Nexway in-app stores and online stores.

PROGRAMMING

The agency’s skilled programmers take advantage of the Nexway In-App 

Store SDK™ for Android™ and Windows™, the Appstore SDK for Android™, and 

the Nexway platform’s online APIs to design advanced in-app commerce 

experiences. 

Fig. 1
The agency takes 
advantage of the
real-time interface
optimization 
capabilities of Nexway 
partners Woopra™
and Wingify™.
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PROVEN TURNKEY 
DIGITAL MARKETING PROGRAMS

ACQUISITION

• Search Engine Marketing

Paid search and text links now account for 50% of global online 

advertising expenditure. It is estimated that over 600,000 advertisers 

worldwide now regularly buy search advertising.

Search Engine Marketing (SEM) has become a highly competitive field 

where reliance on an expert agency with deep expertise in a given 

product category – such as software products and video games – 

makes all the difference.

Nexway has been in the search business since the company was 

founded in 2002. Nexway is a recognized expert in running cutting 

edge AdWords™ campaigns for software products, apps and video 

games.

Search marketing services offered by Nexway include management 

of its clients’ user accounts, definition of an AdWords strategy to 

outperform competitors, keyword list definition, ad text authoring, 

budget management, along with ongoing campaign monitoring and 

optimization (cost, clicks, click-through rates, return on investment, 

and sales). 
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The Nexway team is also highly skilled at using A/B testing to improve 

text ad performance.

• Google Shopping and Product Listing Ads

Nexway works with you to optimize your listings on Google Shopping™, 

a service that allows users to search for products on online shopping 

websites and compare prices between different vendors. 

Nexway agency professionals can also help you take advantage of 

Google Product Listing Ads™. These are Google search ads that include 

richer product information, such as box shots with a download icon, 

price, and online merchant name.

• User Ratings

In conjunction with SEM, Google Shopping™ optimization and Product 

Listing Ads™ campaigns, Nexway is able to run campaigns that 

encourage software and game end-users to rate your products on 

popular 3rd party product review websites. 

These peer product reviews are in turn aggregated by Google™ into a 

recommendation score that appears as a row of yellow stars below 

its text advertisements. Google’s star-based seller ratings raise 

visibility of Google AdWords ads and are a proven way to raise SEM 

click-through rates.

• Affiliate Marketing

Affiliate marketing lets you share revenue with the content publishers 

whose online advertising brings you new customers. Nexway has 

a demonstrated ability to run successful affiliate programs for its 

clients. These programs most often follow a CPA (Cost per Acquisition) 

model, meaning advertisers only pay for the new customers they 

acquire through a given affiliate’s online advertising efforts. 

With Nexway, you can rapidly market your products through leading 

independent affiliate networks including Tradedoubler™, zanox™, 

Commission Junction™ (CJ™) and others.
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Nexway affiliate marketing programs typically include strategy 

definition, marketing material production (text links, emailing 

kits, and display banners), creation and management of customer 

accounts on affiliate platforms, and program optimization. 

Deduping of net new customers against the database of existing 

customers is made possible thanks to the integration of the Nexway 

platform with leading independent affiliate platforms. 

• Display Campaigns

Nexway routinely runs display-advertising campaigns for its merchant 

and publisher customers. The Nexway team also has experience 

leveraging real-time bidding (RTB) platforms that buy online display 

advertising in real time one ad impression at a time. The agency’s 

creative team has expertise authoring and versioning IAB-compliant 

display banner ads.

• Advertising Attribution

Nexway uses online advertising attribution platforms such as 

Eulerian™ and TagCommander™ to quantify the influence each 

advertising tactic has on conversion. This allows Nexway to optimize 

your media expenditure across channels, including paid search, 

affiliate marketing, display ads, email, in-app messaging, and other 

tactics.

Also, Nexway’s usage of attribution tools allows the agency to enter 

into performance-based display ad agreements with its media 

partners. These deals can include a clause limiting payment to only 

those impressions seen by net new prospects upstream from those 

individuals’ purchases on a Nexway operated store, allowing display 

campaigns to transition from a CPM (Cost per Impression) to a CPA 

(Cost per Acquisition) model.
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• B2B and B2C Lead Generation

The Nexway Digital Agency regularly executes end-to-end B2B and B2C 

lead generation programs for its clients. These campaigns typically 

target professionals and consumers with specific offers to capture 

online respondents. The Nexway contact center can in turn call 

respondents in Portuguese, Japanese, Italian, Polish, Spanish, English, 

German, and French, close business themselves or pass qualified 

leads to your B2B sales team.

Nexway has relationships with 3rd party B2B and B2C email opt-in 

list brokers and list owners. Having run several such programs for 

software and game products, Nexway knows which marketing files 

regularly yield qualified software and game buyers. These programs 

typically follow a CPL (Cost per Lead) model but a CPA (Cost per 

Acquisition) model can also be applied. 

Services offered as part of turnkey lead generation programs include:

o Program definition

o Offer definition (“win an iPad” or “download a free trial”)

o Email and landing page design

o Email deduping and routing

o Execution of multiple sequenced eblasts

o Collection of all respondent information and BANT scoring of 

leads

o Telemarketing follow-up by the Nexway contact center in 

French, German, Italian, Spanish, English, Portuguese, Japanese, 

and Polish.

o Leads hand-off to sales

o Distribution of follow-up emails

• Real-Time Personalization

Leveraging the real-time website optimization services of its partners 

Wingify™ and Woopra™, Nexway is able to adapt your homepages and 

landing pages in real-time, based upon visitors’ website of origin and 

inferred interest. 

For instance, a Nexway merchant customer in Italy presents tailored 
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• Real-Time Personalization

Leveraging the real-time website optimization services of its partners 

Wingify™ and Woopra™, Nexway is able to adapt your homepages and 

landing pages in real-time, based upon visitors’ website of origin and 

inferred interest. 

For instance, a Nexway merchant customer in Italy presents tailored 

promotions to its online visitors who reach its website via specific 

Google search terms.

CONVERSION

• Cart and Website Optimization

The Nexway platform allows checkout flows to be monitored and 

optimized by country, product, store type (in-app store or online store) 

as well as by visitor origin and intent. 

The agency’s core day-to-day focus consists of ongoing tuning of all its 

clients’ funnels. To that end, the team takes advantage of the Nexway 

platform’s support for A/B testing, multi-variate testing (MVT) and 

real-time interface optimization.

Ongoing funnel optimization involves operating the Nexway platform, 

audience analysis, variation definition, Web design and integration, 

reporting and analysis, optimization, and statistical validation of all 

tests. 

Optimization of pricing by currency and geography, and tuning of 

interstitial offers (promotions, cross-sells, up-sells) is also an ongoing 

process. 

Performance metrics are accessible in Google Analytics™ as well as 

via the Nexway platform’s business intelligence dashboards.

• Display and Email Re-Marketing

Nexway regularly runs re-marketing initiatives that target online store 

visitors who failed to complete a purchase. Supported re-targeting 

tactics include Criteo™ display advertising campaigns as well as 

automated email and in-app messaging marketing campaigns.

• Real-Time Personalization

Leveraging the real-time website optimization services of its partners 

Wingify™ and Woopra™, Nexway is able to adapt your homepages and 

landing pages in real-time, based upon visitors’ website of origin and 

inferred interest. 
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campaigns include:
- Connection into clients’ existing on-site databases or set-
up of data synchronization into the Nexway cloud platform
- Database cleansing
- Development of automated CRM scenarios that target 
customers at specific moments in the customer lifecycle 
using coordinated in-app messages and emails
- Email design and HTML integration
- Optional responsive design integration
- Deliverability testing and optimization
- Cross-channel campaign execution and monitoring that 
ensures the protection of the client’s marketing reputation 
through Nexway’s email deliverability expertise
-

For instance, a Nexway merchant customer in Italy presents tailored 

promotions to its online visitors who reach its website via specific 

Google search terms.

• Display and Email Re-Marketing

Nexway regularly runs re-marketing initiatives that target online store 

visitors who failed to complete a purchase. Supported re-targeting 

tactics include Criteo™ display advertising campaigns as well as 

automated email and in-app messaging marketing campaigns.

Fig. 2
Nexway regularly runs 
remarketing initiatives 
that target online store 
visitors who failed to 
complete a purchase.
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RETENTION

• Cross-Channel CRM Campaigns

Internet users are receiving five times as many emails than they did 

five years ago. To overcome marketing fatigue, it is essential that 

customers be addressed via cross-channel marketing campaigns. 

Nexway’s unique cross-channel CRM campaigns have a track record 

of helping software vendors and game publishers grow their business, 

lift subscription renewals, convert PC customers into cross-device 

subscribers, and increase lifetime customer value. Nexway presents 

the right offer to the right individual at the right time via outbound 

email messages, but also during inbound customer contacts such 

as email, chat or phone requests for support, a visit to the Nexway-

operated online store, or through the interface of a digital product 

itself as it is being used.

Nexway’s internal usage of SmartFocus Emailvision™ – fully integrated 

with the Nexway cross-device digital commerce platform – supports 

industry-unique cross-channel marketing campaigns that sequence 

the distribution of in-app messages and emails.

Nexway’s cross-channel CRM experts lead all aspects of campaign 

execution on behalf of their clients. The steps that are typically 

involved in the implementation of Nexway cross-channel customer 

campaigns include:

o Connection into clients’ existing on-site databases or set-up 

of data synchronization into the Nexway cloud platform

o Database cleansing

o Development of automated CRM scenarios that target 

customers at specific moments in the customer lifecycle using 

coordinated in-app messages and emails

o Email design and HTML integration

o Optional responsive design integration

o Deliverability testing and optimization

o Cross-channel campaign execution and monitoring that 

ensures the protection of the client’s marketing reputation 

through Nexway’s email deliverability expertise

o Marketing pressure optimization to avoid marketing fatigue

o Tracking and reporting 

o Recommendations and optimization
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     • Customer Surveys

Nexway often conducts end-customer 

surveys on behalf of its managed 

services clients. Survey campaigns 

allow software vendors, game 

publishers and online merchants to 

better understand their customers’ 

preferences and level of satisfaction. 

They also are a proven way of 

reactivating dormant customers

• Editorialized Newsletters

Nexway regularly creates editorialized opt-in newsletters on behalf 

of its managed services clients. These newsletters can be formatted 

to use conditional content blocks, enabling millions of individual 

email combinations that offer a truly unique, personalized customer 

experience.

Surveys can be designed to branch out into alternate surveys 

depending on respondents’ answers and can be implemented as 

triggered emails in an automated marketing campaign

Nexway turns PC customers into cross-device subscribers.

This brochure is for informational purposes only. Nexway makes no warranties, expressed or implied, in 

this document. Nexway is a registered trademark in the United States and other countries. Various pro-

duct and service names referenced herein may be trademarks of Nexway. All other product and service 

names mentioned may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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